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Spyware Can Destroy

Spyware and adware are two different animals. Each has the ability to make your life a mess.

If you rely on the internet for anything or you rely on your computer for anything, it is a must that

you fully understand what these things are and how they work.

The first key to protecting yourself from these things is to fully understand what they are. That

will allow you to know how to not make common mistakes that cause spyware to get into your

computer.

Unfortunately, many people have been lead to believe that all types of this software are bad and

should be avoided. But, that’s not always the case. The fact is you may want to have certain

types of this software to use.

Remember, to make it spyware it has to be downloaded to your computer without your consent.

Why would you want to have spyware that tracks your personal information? Why would you

want those advertisements? You may actually sign up for a service online and when you do

you may also agree to receive targeted ads.

Companies like this find it helpful to track where you go online and what you do in order to

provide you with ads that are targeted to your interests. Instead of seeing ads that don’t have

anything to do with you, you’ll see ads that are based on the places you’ve visited online.
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Is Adware/Spyware Legal

A common question that is asked is whether spyware and adware is actually legal. The fact is

that in most cases the answer is, no, its not. But, that doesn’t always stop all crime.

What is illegal is being able to get into anyone’s computer without their authorization for any

reason. In the United States, the law that covers this is the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.

Since part of the definition of spyware and adware is that the process itself requires that a user

download the program without the knowledge and/or consent of the user then it is quite illegal in

itself. It is a tricky law, though, that is very open to consideration.

It is so difficult to prosecute those that make and distribute spyware and adware that it is, in fact,

something rarely done. In some cases, many of these companies operate as standard

businesses. It’s not a hidden trade in any way, in many situations.

Why is it so difficult? One of the reasons this is the case is the fact that they have to prove that

you didn’t want to download the software in the first place.

Let’s say that you were using shareware and the process included spyware. Some spyware

providers claim that you signed up for the spyware as part of the bundle of applications.

Another consideration is just how you give your consent. Be honest, how many times have you

read through those long, “Read me” agreements before purchasing or downloading some type

of software?

If you don’t read the End User License Agreement, as they are called, and click “yes, you agree”

and continue, guess who’s legally responsible for whatever happens?

To make this even worse, many of the spyware and adware companies will make these

agreements excessively long and difficult to read and understand. You get frustrated and just

hit that button.
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Of course, in most cases of spyware and adware, there is no agreement to sign anyway. The

fact is that many of these are drive by downloads that you’ll never know the program is there. In

this case, there is no contract at all and therefore nothing to hold you to them.

The good news is that throughout the United States and in countries such as Australia, there is

much law making happening to provide some protection from spyware and adware to the public.

In Iowa and Washington, within the United States, there have been laws passed that offer some

protection. In these laws, specific types of spyware are targeted and made to be criminalizing

acts.
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How Does Adware/Spyware Spread?

One of the most important things for you to understand is just how spyware spreads. How does

it get from its source to your computer?

By understanding this fact, you’ll know how to better protect yourself from future invasion.

It’s Not A Virus

One thing to know is that spyware and adware are not viruses and don’t spread in the same

way as a virus would. With a virus, the infected computer system is used to spread the virus

from one system to the next. It is actively looking for the next victim. Spyware gets into your

system by deception. In most cases, you download it to your computer.

You’ve Installed It

Most commonly, spyware enters the computer when the computer user installs it. Of course,

you wouldn’t know that you are doing that. What happens is quite a bit more worrisome.

You visit a website and find a piece of software that you would like to have. You download it.

Little did you know that the software that you just downloaded had spyware piggybacked onto it

and now you’ve got both the desirable software and the spyware lurking on your computer. You

may not even know it’s there for months!

Or, you may have the spyware trick you into downloading it. In this case, you may be asked to

perform an operation that is “required” to complete the download. When you do, you are

actually downloading the spyware or adware onto your computer.
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How To Remove Adware/Spyware?

There are several ways to remove spyware from your computer. If you have knowledge of

viruses, then you can easily understand most of these methods and how they are potentially

beneficial to you.

Spyware can be detected in many of the same ways as a virus can. A scan of your computer

can relieve many types of spyware and adware and help you to safely remove them from your

computer.

The worst case scenario for the computer user that has a large amount of spyware and adware

on their computer is to have to have their computer’s system reinstalled. In this case, it will take

professional help, in many cases, to back up the data on the computer and then to fully reinstall

the operating system for the unit.

But, that’s not the normal case and it’s not the first step for you to take, either. There are

several other things that you should do first. There is much help out there but it takes a bit more

help and knowledge to get you to the point of knowing what program is a potential benefit and

which is likely not to be.

It’s Gotten Bad

It’s important to realize that spyware is no longer something that happens to the other guy. You

have to consider this a strong risk as you would a virus. You don’t have to make a mistake in

downloading it to your computer to be a victim to it. It can just happen.

In that, there are countless products on the market that claim to be able to provide you with the

very best resource for removing spyware and adware from your computer. Some are very

much capable while others can even be spyware programs lurking themselves.
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What Programs Help Prevent Adware/Spyware?

Anti spyware programs are going to be the most effective and beneficial tool for you to use in

your fight against all things spyware. In most cases, it will remove most of the spyware and

adware from your computer.

Some types of spyware can pose a larger problem and often be difficult to remove.

Nevertheless, there are some excellent tools available to help most computer users to combat

the threat of spyware.

Programs Available

There are many programs on the market that can be helpful in removing spyware. While we are

not advocating for any one program here, there are several that must be mentioned in order to

learn what these are, what they can do and just where they came from.

One such program is that of OptOut. This program was designed by Steve Gibson and really

became one of the founding tools in the fight against spyware. It was one of the first tools to do

this and therefore was the foundation for other programs that were to come along.

Some of the most popular tools include Ad-Aware which was designed by Lavasoft. Another

program is that of Spybot-Search and Destroy which was created by Patrick Kolla.

These programs have helped many to fight. In fact, they not only removed spyware but they

worked at helping to stop the download of them, too.

You can also look at Microsoft for some help. Just months ago, they began working on a

program to help with this type of protection. The program was for Windows XP, Windows 2000

or Windows 2003, and was a free downloadable program that expired in July in its beta version.

It was called Windows AntiSpyware beta.
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Why Stop Spam?

When it comes to the safety of your computer, one of the best ways to ensure that you don’t get

one is to avoid getting and opening spam emails. Spam emails often contain viruses, worms,

Trojans, and spyware that can potentially damage your computer to no ends or simply make

using your computer extremely frustrating. There are however many different ways that you can

combat spam and that is what this article is about.

If you are interested in stopping spasm from ripping your computer to shreds, you can start by

getting some general information on spam in the first place. You should also realize that there is

more than one way that you can get trapped by spam. You can get much information about

spam on the internet. This makes sense since it is through the internet that spam attacks you.

Peer to peer file sharing is probably one of the best ways to obtain any song you could ever

want quickly and for FREE or cheap and it is also a great way to get a lot of spam. When

thousands of people are connected to one file sharing program, the odds of finding any song

are extraordinarily high. The music lover within you won't be disappointed nor will the movie

lover either. Of course, the spasm that can come with registering for these programs is

astounding. If this is something that you are interested in using any of the peer to peer programs

you should do a lot of research on them first. Ares, and lime wire are relatively good programs

that do not include much spam.
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How File Sharing Causes Spam

File sharing has become an epidemic of its own in the past few years. The idea of getting

something for nothing is simply too appealing to most of us. File sharing programs like Kazaa,

Morpheus, and Ares are very popular as means of getting just about any music CD and DVD

that is out there. Of course, you are basically just waiting to get stuck with some spam when you

sign up with these. It’s a very simple process.

These free file sharing programs often make their profits and provide these services because

they make trades or sell their registration lists (which include email addresses) to other

companies etc. this is how they are able to provide you with all of that stuff you so like to

download from them. Not to mention the fact that they do not monitor the programs that are

being shared which may also contain problems in them.

Every time you register with the free file sharing programs your email address is sent to any

number of people. The next thing that you know, you are getting thousands of spam in your

inbox and have no idea how these people got your email address in the first place. Well, now

you know. That is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to these programs. They are chalk

full of things that can ruin your computer. And it all begins the moment that you register for

them.
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Anti-Spam Filters

There are so many anti spam programs on the market today that it can be nearly impossible for

you to choose the right one for you. Many people are opting to use spam filters. These days,

there are few tools that are more important to an efficient workplace than an excellent spam

filtering service.

The down side here is that online junk-mail marketers are becoming more numerous and

insidious by the day. Because of this, it is more important than ever to stop e-mail spam.

Did you know that the average employee who spends only a few minutes a day reading and

removing spam email will waste more than 20 billable hours a year? If you actually multiply that

by the number of employees who receive these emails and you have yourself a major

productivity problem on your hands. It is time to fight back, and reclaim your employees' time.

Of course, with the ever-growing sophistication and available technology of today’s spammers,

anti-spam programs have often become so complicated that they're almost not worth the time it

takes to install them. A few of the top companies, however, have managed to solve that

problem.

They do this by simply sending all of your email through these companies' filters; spam can be

pre-filtered so that your server never has to deal with it in the first place. That would certainly be

easier.
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How Spammers Get Your Email Address

E-mail spammers don’t get your address because you're on the distribution list of legitimate e-

mail publications. These days, it is a very rare mailing list that is completely open. That is not to

say that there aren’t any secure mailing lists, but it is very easy to get a hold of email addresses

these days.

So where do these spammers get your address you may be wondering? The number one place

that people used to use were posts on internet forums, and message boards. Newsgroups are

"publicly" readable; whether you post your message on your local ISP or on a major service of

some other kind, your message is typically spread worldwide by Usenet in a matter of hours,

and it; as well as your email is quickly picked up by advertisers.

The current most-common place to get your address is from actual web pages. If your e-mail

address is listed on a web page anywhere on the internet at all, such as from a contact section

especially if that page is listed in a search engine or directory, spammers will find it. To know if

this is possible all that you have to do is trying searching for your own e-mail address in Google.

If you can find it there, spammers can too. Spammers get a hold of fresh addresses by going to

web sites and scanning for e-mail addresses anywhere on the site.
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Choosing The Right Anti-Spam Program

When it comes to anti spam programs and the general war against spam, there are many

different programs types to choose from. When it comes to the safety of your computer, one of

the best ways to ensure that you don’t get one is to avoid getting and opening spam emails.

Spam emails often contain viruses, worms, Trojans, and spyware that can potentially damage

your computer to no ends or simply make using your computer extremely frustrating. There are

however many different ways that you can combat spam and that is what this article is about.

If you are interested in stopping spam from ripping your computer to shreds, you can start by

getting some general information on spam in the first place. You should also realize that there is

more than one way that you can get trapped by spam. You can get much information about

spam on the internet. This makes sense since it is through the internet that spam attacks you.

You can use just about any anti spam program when it comes to your home personal computer.

However, if you are running a business you may need a bit more protection. Spam filters alone

will not help you as you will likely be getting hundreds of emails a day. It helps to post your

email as a direct link on your website rather than posting it because that is how spammer’s

software will find you. You can also use various anti spam software programs that will sift

through them for you so that you don’t have to.
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PC Performance: Increasing Speed

Newly bought computers are excellent with their speed. However, with their increasing usage

and with ongoing time, their performance starts getting affected. Most PC users register

complaints related to their decreasing speed and deteriorating output. However, this problem

can be tackled just by exercising little more care. The speed of your PC can be improved and

the performance can be boosted.

Low Cost Solutions

Various low-cost and high-cost solutions are available depending upon which one you would

like to choose.

These can be self performed and installed to increase the efficiency of your machines

1. Adding Random Access Memory to Computer

This is all about the mother board of your system. Adding RAM can increase the memory of

your motherboard. Different memory options of 256MB, 728 MB or 1GB etc are available

2. Switching to SCSI Drives

This option talks about switching over to SCSI drive from your IDE hard drives in the computer.

SCSI drives solve the problem of slow communication speed which is normally faced with the

installed IDE hard drives.

Free of Cost Solutions

Speed of computer can also be increased without spending any extra money. Various methods

are available:

• Regular disk cleaning and de-fragmentation of the computer. This can free up unnecessary

space used by the temporary files

• Cleaning the registry is another option. This eliminates all the regular and routine entries

done by your system. Care should be exercised here as one should not delete some internal
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